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Fuji camera repair usa

At Precision Camera Repair, we are committed to our Fuji camera customers at the world's largest camera repair facility, with more skilled technicians than any of our competitions. Fuji camera repair is performed with great attention to detail in our service center. Our technicians retain their professional skills through technical training and access to Fuji
camera repair parts. Guaranteed by Fuji Repair Original Specs Fuji Digital Camera Repair Checklist for Fuji Digital Camera Repair, we offer the following checklist to help you determine if your camera needs repair: My Fuji digital camera is visibly damaged or broken. There is no energy for my Fuji digital camera despite the new batteries and/or reliable power
supply. All the photos I take with my Fuji digital camera have a broken image. My Fuji digital camera has Lens Error, Zoom Error or Focus Error. Free Quotes / Quick Turnaround Protect your investments with a company you can trust: Camera accuracy Repair Fuji digital cameras purchased over the past few years can be repaired economically. Digital
cameras are manufactured better than ever and are an investment you have to protect! Precision Camera is known worldwide for providing great fuji camera repair services. Here are just a few reasons why... We are industry experts in super-thoughtful repair capacity, which far exceeds our competition. We have more technicians than all the camera repair
locations combined, allowing us the fastest turning time in the business. We have nonfree hardware and software to help us calibrate your device back to fuji manufacturer's original specifications. Our 24/7 online internal tracking system keeps you posted during repairs through our Recovery Status Search For more information click here to visit our
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS page or click here to contact Precision Camera This website uses cookies. By using the Site, you agree to our Privacy Policy. The products contained in this package guarantee the original end-user buyer of FUJIFILM North America Corporation (Fujifilm) only from manufacturing defects and materials for the period (i)
one (1) full year with respect to the digital camera and lens of products; and (ii) ninety (90) days regarding lithium battery, ac and charger adapter, from the date of purchase by the original end user, as documented by the original computer generated or printed cash receipt (Warranty Period) from an authorized FUJIFILM Products dealer (which the authorized
dealer does not include authorized dealers of third unauthorised sub-dealers or subsellers) located in the United States. This warranty does not apply to any Product purchased outside the United States at any time, or Products purchased from a dealer, subdilerer, distributor, seller, sub-seller or or third party that was not authorized by Fujifilm to sell products
in the United States. This limited warranty also does not apply to any used, second-hand, previously sold or owned, refurbished or restored Products such as, without limitation, Products purchased through websites offering pre-owned products and products that resold individuals. This limited warranty does not apply to software, cables, belts, camera covers,
memory cards, AA or AAA batteries or any other third-party manufactured or expendable items that may be contained in this package (Accessories). This limited warranty applies only to the original end user, is not subject to transfer, and is expressly stipulated by the condition of the terms and restrictions set forth in this section. Fujifilm, on its own option in
any particular instance, repair and/or replacement (with a unit of similar condition that can be repaired), defective Product that is returned, postal paid, within a warranty period to the authorized Fujifilm Repair Center. If spare parts are used for repair, these parts may be resold or contain re-manufactured materials. This limited warranty is fujifilm's only
available remedy and sole obligation if the Product is found to be defective within the warranty period. This limited warranty does not apply and may be voided if the Product has been damaged at any time by accidental, improper handling, misuse, abuse (including but not limited to damage or defect due to exposure to abrasive particles, liquids, corrosion, or
exposure, subject to the features and specifications of a particular Product Model), changes, problems with electric drive or use of the Product outside or outside the specifications (such as without limitation, temperature, humidity or humidity ranges or restrictions) used with incompatible accessories or a third-party device, or if the damage or defect was due
to failure to comply with operating or maintenance instructions or through services performed by anyone other than the authorized Fujifilm Repair Center. Turning the Product for repair, the Product must be delivered either to a cardboard shipping box or to another box with bubble film or other appropriate packaging material, which provides a sufficient degree
of protection against damage to shipping. Do not include other items or accessories in the Product or remove the memory card before being sent for repairs. It is advisable to return the Product using a courier service that provides a delivery tracking number. The product must be accompanied by an original computer created or registered with a printed and
dated sales receipt. Handwritten sales receipts are not accepted. Products returned without the required original receipt for will not qualify for warranty service and standard Fujifilm service rates will apply to any repair. Note Note that the date of registration of the Product will not be the date of purchase of the Product for the purposes of the warranty period.
Fujifilm shall not be liable for any loss or damage incurred in transit or otherwise in connection with the return of the Product to Fujifilm, nor will Fujifilm be liable for any items you ship with the Product, including, but not limited to, any Memory Card (or image or video on it) that you leave in the camera when it is sent. Without restrictions, if you choose not to
use a courier service that provides a delivery tracking number, you do so at your own risk. SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW CERTAIN CONDITIONS FOR REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF GUARANTEED PRODUCTS, SO THE ABOVE, OR PARTS OF IT, MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THE AFOREMENTIONED LIMITED WARRANTY IS FUJIFILM'S ONLY
WARRANTY REGARDING THE PRODUCT, AND FUJIFILM MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTIES REGARDING THE PRODUCT. NO DEPOSITARY WARRANTY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF ELIGIBILITY FOR TRADE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND ANY WARRANTIES ARISING OUT OF
THE CONNECTION OR USE OF TRADE, APPLIES TO THE PRODUCT AFTER THE WARRANTY PERIOD. (SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW RESTRICTIONS ON HOW LONG THE WARRANTY LASTS, SO THE ABOVE RESTRICTION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.) EXCEPT AS FUJIFILM'S WRITTEN WARRANTY ON ACCESSORIES IS PROVIDED
SEPARATELY, FUJIFILM DOES NOT PROVIDE ANY WARRANTIES, WRITTEN OR ORAL, EXPLICIT OR NO-SHOW, IN RESPECT OF ANY ACCESSORY, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANT SUITABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NO VIOLATIONS, AND ANY WARRANTIES ARISING
OUT OF THE EXCHANGE RATE OR USE OF THE TRADE. ALL ACCESSORIES ARE SOLD AS IS. SOME STATES PROHIBIT OR RESTRICT THE WAIVER OF INEIVE WARRANTIES, SO THIS CLAUSE MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. In no event will Fujifilm or its authorized dealers be liable for any special, consequential, consequential, punitive or
accidental losses (including, but not limited to, lost profits, lost opportunities, economic losses, overheads, lost productivity, lost performance or synergies, lost data, downtime, loss of use, cost of capital, damage to reputation or goodwill), even if such losses result from negligence or otherwise SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE AFOREMENTIONED
EXCLUSIONS OR LIMITATIONS OF DAMAGES, SO SUCH RESTRICTIONS OR EXCLUSIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECIFIC LEGAL RIGHTS, AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM STATE TO STATE. This warranty is governed and construed in accordance with New York
state law without regard to its provisions of the law. If any court that has jurisdiction finally decides that it is a limitation of the means of protection and liabilities are invalid or non-enforceable, Fujifilm's liability for any claim is limited to product that generates a claim, except for any taxes, shipping or other expenses. To maintain the repair/maintenance of the
camera address of fujifilm's authorized repair center, or information about your limited Fujifilm warranty: Call: 1-800-659 FUJI (3854) OR Go to: AND Go to the Support &amp; Contact &amp; Contact tab. Click on Digital Camera Limited Warranty Policy • Accessories support link REV.01.2014 SD card compartment on my XT20 suddenly stopped working. The
card turned out to be excellent, but will not engage in the slot when replacing. This is amazing since I hardly ever take cards out when transferring data. I just use the cable to the PC. I bought this camera in May from Roberts Camera. So, what's your experience with Fujifilm guarantees? Are they quickly on the turn once the camera is sent for repairs? Glad I
brought back up this week - hide the signature - third son's gear list: list of third son Fujifilm X-T2 Nikon Z6 Fujifilm XF 35mm F1.4 R Nikon AF-S Nikkor70 -200mm F4G ED VR Fujifilm XF 55-200mm F3.5-4.8 R LM OIS +14 over Reply to stream Reply quote Complain Re: Fuji repair experience? sent a lens for cleaning, dropped 14 mm in the mud, did not get
it back yet, in the third week sent to NewJersey repair facility, kind of questioning their protocol of interaction with customers there is no communication by email as to when it was not received any communication when the assessment was performed called and talked to a good lady, speaking the email was sent, I did not argue with her, just gave her my
credit card to pay for cleaning and return shipping When I send in my automatic watches for maintenance, much better communication procedures, don't have to prime the pump at every stage reply with a quote Reply to thread Complain that I recently had a relatively bad experience getting X-E2s repaired. It dies every now and then and I have to throw away
and reintroduce the battery. I sent it three times. The first time it was returned there was no information (that they checked what they fixed etc) and the problem persists. The second time there was a note on the copy of my information form that said they tried to reproduce the problem and could not (of course, because it is intermittant)....factory
characteristics. I called and got a nice person on the phone who said that usually on the third feed for a specific problem they would just replace the camera (with a refurbished model I'm sure), so I sent it back again (still waiting). He said he would put a note there that they should replace her. Fingers crossed. Every time it took from 2-3 weeks in total - not
scary. I will say that with Nikon you will get a lot more information about what they did, what they that they tried etc; long list of things .... checked it out.... cleared all contacts .... Etc. Still love Fuji. Apartment Apartments Šibenik list:List gears Montanawildlives Fujifilm X-T1 Nikon Z50 Nikon AF-S DX Nikkor 35mm F1.8G Nikon AF Nikkor 50mm f/1.8D Nikon
AF-S Teleconverter TC-14E III +7 more Reply quote Reply to stream Complain Re: Fuji repair experience? a third son wrote: The SD card compartment on my XT20 suddenly stopped working. The card turned out to be excellent, but will not engage in the slot when replacing. This is amazing since I hardly ever take cards out when transferring data. I just use
the cable to the PC. I bought this camera in May from Roberts Camera. So, what's your experience with Fujifilm guarantees? Are they quickly on the turn once the camera is sent for repairs? Glad I brought back up this week you tried other cards in this slot? As for my experience - my sensor was a bullet under the filling and I sent it an inch They turned it right
around and put a cleaned sensor on the ticket. This has not been fixed. I knew it wasn't something on the surface. So they sent me a label for the second attempt and fixed it. But they lied - and said they cleaned the sensor. They actually replaced the sensor - I could tell. There was no cleaning that stain off. third time - I knocked the rubber vinegar off my
Xpro2. This probably needs factory repairs. So it's on track to date. They cover this in or out of warranty, apparently as they admit it's kind of hinky. However, I will say that they are very responsive on the phone and very useful and ultimately get it right. stevo23 gear list:stevo23 list gear fujifilm X-Pro2 Fujifilm XF 60mm F2.4 R Macro Fujifilm XF 14mm F2.8 R
Fujifilm XF 27mm F2.8 Fujifilm XF 23mm F1.4 R+3 more Reply response with quote Reply to stream Complain Re: Fujifilm experience? My experience was completely diaferative both for warranty work and for repairs not in warranty. Good communications. Fair price. Excellent work. A quick turn back to Texas. I used New Jersey four times. Excellent results.
Answer Reply with Quote Reply to Stream Complain Re: Fuji Repair Experience? I sent my XT1 for repairs and made sure to track on it, so I know they got it in NJ. Before I sent it, I spoke to technology that told me to include a note with him and his attention to it. It's a bit weird as there's no way to track it down or know what's going on. I think to call again just
to see where everything is. I hope for the best, but I think Fuji may have a process of keeping a little more formal, then it is. Now you send it and it disappears into a black hole. Jim SVJIM gear list: SVJIM Fujifilm X-T3 Fujifilm XF 18-55mm F2.8-4 R LM OIS Fujifilm XF 27mm F2.8 Fujifilm XF 18-135mm F3.5-5.6 R LM OIS WR Fujifilm 50-230mm II Reply with
Quote Reply to Stream Complain Re: Fuji Repair Experience? F0 on my XT1 left for Jersey on Monday. See. See. to remove the form from the Internet. Dave reply reply with quote Reply to Stream Complain Re: Fuji repair experience? 1 My experience: They are slow. Guest reviews for this place to stay, but you're not yet sure? They don't communicate well.
They will eventually perform a good repair. Note that they read these forums! This was confirmed to me by phone technician. Answer Reply with Quote Reply to Stream Complain Re: Fuji Repair Experience? I sent my XT1 for refurb with a light leakage problem and paid 170.00 and basically returned all the problems fixed, the keyboard was more responsive,
the new outer cover and full CLA. It will take a little time to do it all... but very satisfied with the results. Answer Reply with Quote Reply to Stream Complain Re: Fuji Repair Experience? a third son wrote: The SD card compartment on my XT20 suddenly stopped working. The card turned out to be excellent, but will not engage in the slot when replacing. This is
amazing since I hardly ever take cards out when transferring data. I just use the cable to the PC. I bought this camera in May from Roberts Camera. So, what's your experience with Fujifilm guarantees? Are they quickly on the turn once the camera is sent for repairs? Glad I brought back-up this week From my conversations with them and the work they've
done, I have the impression that it's willing staff who need more time to mature in processes and experiences. stevo23 gear list:stevo23 list gear fujifilm X-Pro2 Fujifilm XF 60mm F2.4 R Macro Fujifilm XF 14mm F2.8 R Fujifilm XF 27mm F2.8 Fujifilm XF 23mm F1.4 R+3 more Reply response with quote Reply to stream Complain Re: Fujifilm experience? 1
stevo23 wrote: From my conversations with them and the work they've done, I have the impression that it's willing staff who need more time to mature in processes and experiences. Agree. You have beautifully summed up my own feelings for them. Answer Reply with Quote Reply to Stream Complain Re: Fuji Repair Experience? Adamant wrote: My
experience: They are slow. Guest reviews for this place to stay, but you're not yet sure? They don't communicate well. They will eventually perform a good repair. Note that they read these forums! This was confirmed to me by phone technician. This is addressed to the OU, but Adamant gives a good description. I sent my 55-200 zum (out of warranty) in that
he was throwing an error code with both of my bodies and wouldn't let them shoot. It took over 2 weeks, but when I got it back it was working as well as new ones. If I was still shooting for a living, 2 weeks would be a problem, but above all a hobby with casual paid gigs, I was pleased. I shot Fuji for about 3 years with multiple bodies and lenses and that's the
only problem I've had. -- hide caption -- photodan1 gear list:photodan1 gear list Fujifilm X100F Fujifilm X-Pro2 Fujifilm XF 35mm F1.4 R Fujifilm XF 60mm F2.4 R Macro XF 55-200mm F3.5-4.8 R LM OIS +1 відповідь відповідь The answer with the quote Reply to Thread Complain I sent the lens in as I thought there might be a problem. I had to call them to
try to figure out what the situation was. I was told there was no problem, but they made microcoecations. I never found out what it meant and there was nothing sent back with it to explain what was actually done. It didn't work. They'd freely wrapp it in some weird shredded cardboard that it came out. Essentially, it was a lens rolling around in a large plastic
bag. Fortunately, it seems all right. Are reviews more than if you're not already sure? They also sent me another box, as apparently they destroyed mine. As has been said before they are wonderful to speak too, but you still won't get the information you expect or need. Also, for ever the information you get, you have to chase them. There's also a seams a
complete lack of common sense. The room was quite big and comfortable. Answer Reply with Quote Reply to Stream Complain Re: Fuji Repair Experience? One of the worst experiences I've ever had with a guarantee. It was from Fujifilm Netherlands. Sent to the X T1 to repair the light leak. Did it get back not a light leak fix and oil on the sensor. Bought
56mm. This one had great white spots in the lens. Sent it. Did the lens get back. Still with spots and scratches on the lens. The room was quite big and comfortable. It cost me 2 months with the camera. Finally I complain to one of his managers. He gave me a new X T1 and 56mm. after that I had a few problems with Fujifilm Netherlands. There are almost no
email replies. I didn't call when I promised. The room was quite big and comfortable. Decided to switch to another brand for my main camera. On the bad I really like Fujifilm X cameras look and feel. After I felt how I felt, there was no brain to switch. -- hide signature -- --&gt; Photography Workshops in the Netherlands and Indonesia Camera is a tool that
teaches me how to see a cameraless Reply response with quote Reply to Thread Complain Re: Fuji repair experience? My experience with New Jersey has been positive and similar to others reported here. I bought 100-400 zum and after using it long enough to make it impossible to go back to the store, I noticed that it was very soft at the long end, much
worse than the samples seen here and elsewhere. I sent it for repairs describing the problem. After about 10 days I got a box containing what appears to be a brand new lens (if it's a refurb, it's the cleanest, newest refurb look I've ever seen). Replacing the lens works as expected. There was one sentence of a handwritten note I couldn't read and no other
communication. As others stated, if I were a professional, time and lack of communication could be a problem. As a hobby photographer, I'm very happy with the service, and it's similar to the service I once received from Canon USA. Yara Blumberg gear list:List gear Yra Blumberg Fujifilm X100S Fujifilm X-T2 Nikon Z7 Nikon AF-S Nikkor 50mm F1.8G
Fujifilm XF 18-55mm F2.8-4 R LM OIS +6 more Reply with quote Reply to thread Complain Re Fuji: Repair Experience? Got an email that the camera had arrived. Web links, etc... There seems to be 0 delays from arriving before entering. They could better format mail for mobile users, since nothing in the mail can be clicked with Android mail ap. This is a
simple fix in 1999. Will report back.... Dave reply reply with quote Reply to Stream Complain Re: Fuji repair experience? Fixed repair speed. Not a secure site and asked for CC data. Ordering status changes in the rockygag process wrote: Received an email that the camera had arrived. Web links, etc... There seems to be 0 delays from arriving before
entering. They could better format mail for mobile users, since nothing in the mail can be clicked with Android mail ap. This is a simple fix in 1999. Will report back.... Dave reply reply with quote Reply to Stream Complain Re: Fuji repair experience? rockygag writes: Fixed speed repair. Not a secure site and asked for CC data. Ordering status changes in the
rockygag process wrote: Received an email that the camera had arrived. Web links, etc... There seems to be 0 delays from arriving before entering. They could better format mail for mobile users, since nothing in the mail can be clicked with Android mail ap. This is a simple fix in 1999. They shouldn't. Companies should not send links. Will report back....
Dave's list of stevo23:stevo23 list gears Fujifilm X-Pro2 Fujifilm XF 60mm F2.4 R Macro Fujifilm XF 14mm F2.8 R Fujifilm XF 27mm F2.8 Fujifilm XF 23mm F1.4 R+3 more Reply with quote Reply to thread Complain Re: Fuji rockygag writes: Fixed speed repair. Not a secure site and asked for CC data. All I had to do was fill out a paper repair form and send it
with a camera. I'll see how the repairs go. Ordering status changes in the rockygag process wrote: Received an email that the camera had arrived. Web links, etc... There seems to be 0 delays from arriving before entering. They could better format mail for mobile users, since nothing in the mail can be clicked with Android mail ap. This is a simple fix in 1999.
Will report back.... Dave Stevo23 gear list:stevo23 gear list Fujifilm X-Pro2 Fujifilm XF 60mm F2.4 R Macro Fujifilm XF 14mm F2.8 Fujifilm XF 27mm F2.8 Fujifilm XF 23mm F1.4mm F1.4 R+3 Reply with Quote Reply to Thread Complain one thumbs up, one thumb down... 1 First time: Sent the mine to a site under touch glass. They took it, put it admelled by a
cleansed sensor. The place was There. The room was quite big and comfortable. They sent it back with a note cleared by the sensor again, but the location disappeared. It wasn't an easy cleaning job. They clearly lied - the sensor was replaced. The room was quite big and comfortable. The second time - the repair of the eyepiece. Just got it back today and it
stuck to AF-C no matter what I did with external leverage. There is no manual focus if the lens does not have a clutch, the focus scale does not work at any time. I called them and they said it should be replaced, no way resetting or a combination of buttons would fix it. So in short, Fuji didn't fix my camera, then they did. Then they broke my camera. The good
news is they send a new camera in a box as soon as they get mine. So my experience is that they were incompetent - that's a thumbs-down. However, their front office is very useful and will work with you. The fact that I get a brand new camera with an extra 6 month warranty is not a bad thing. It's a thumbs-up.  Stevo23 gear list:stevo23 list gearbox Fujifilm
X-Pro2 Fujifilm XF 60mm F2.4 R Macro Fujifilm XF 14mm F2.8 R Fujifilm XF 27mm F2.8 Fujifilm XF 23mm F1.4 R+3 more Reply to reply quote Reply to stream Complain
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